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**Synopsis**

Discover little known secrets of getting back into just about everything with this guide on locksmith training, locksmith kit, locksmith tools, car locksmith and mobile locksmith.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is filled with vague descriptions of different kinds of locksmiths as well as terrible formatting in the e-text. Worst book I have bought in years. I tried finding a zero star rating but there was none. Do not buy!!!!!!!!

Not what is expected, but this book covers a lot of stuffs relating to popping a lock. Being from Las Vegas, I do face some issues with lost keys of car and door. I used to seek professional help from [...] . But that was costly. This book has helped me in that regard.

This book covers even more than I was looking for, so I find it very informative and a good read. It tells you all most any thing you could ever want to know about locksmithing.
This book is a quick and easy read. Very informative book for me, the beginner. It's easy to read and follow unlike a lot of books.

my mom could have gave me better advice on locksmithing. should have been titled...how to talk about locksmithing for hours and not saying nothing

No useful information about locksmithing. Not worth the time to read. Only shares the obvious and there is nothing to learn from this book.
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